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America was built and evolved in Freedom, Unity, Progress and Responsibility (FUPR™) on the most
fundamental idea that human beings have God-given, unalienable rights granted to each by the
Creator, not by other human or human institutions such as a king or a government.
As freedom of every individual took root in America for the first time in world history, these early
Americans needed to learn how to develop individual strength of character, strength of family, strength of love for
their fellow man and strength of brotherhood among all Americans. Where did these early Americans find
guidance and help when early American life was so difficult and challenging? With many differing religions, the
Bible was the unifying and most important foundational instruction and philosophical ‘manual’ for Americans to
know how to handle their new-found freedom in an unselfish way.
Today’s revolt by many Americans against the Bible’s founding spiritual philosophy of freedom, love and
brotherhood is a revolt against the memory of 2,000 years of the guiding culture of love upon which America was
founded. Now in America, any respect and display for that tradition is called ‘reactionary’ with the result that
enormous numbers of modern Americans judge yesterday by today and not by the timeless principles expressed in
the Bible.
We are not discussing religion---it is estimated that during the Great Awakening in America in the mid
nineteenth century that there were a minimum of 1,200 different religions in America. What we are discussing is
the philosophy of the spirit—the philosophy of living and life itself—not religion.
Nothing is more tragic in us than to lose our memory, and nothing is more tragic to a nation and its
civilization than its loss of tradition. A modern America which cannot live with itself cannot live with its fellow
man. An America who is not at peace with itself cannot live with his brothers and lawlessness follows. When an
American ceases to be of service to his neighbor, he becomes a burden to him, leaving him only a step away from
refusing to live with others and a growing hatred of the American system.
We see this growing hatred of America being taught today in our schools via the new paradigm of being
hyper-critical of America----unhappy souls almost always blaming everyone but themselves for their miseries.
Geared only to themselves, haters of others are shut off from their fellow man except to criticize them. Since the
essence of selfishness is opposition to God’s will and teachings in the Bible, it follows that selfishness of one
individual is bound to oppose any other individual whose will is in biblical harmony---biblical harmony being
completely unselfish. Modern day disharmony and selfishness from one’s fellow man is intensified when one
begins to live solely for today’s world. The possessions of a neighbor are regarded as something unjustly taken.
Once material possessions become the goal in life, a society of conflict is born. Matter divides, spirit unites.
Divide an apple into four parts and it is always possible to quarrel and disagree as to who has the bigger part. But

if four men learn a prayer or biblical principle of love and brotherhood, no one person deprives the other of
possessing it – the principle becomes a basis for their unity and happiness.
Once the soul recognizes that it is made for something greater than the physical person, it abandons the idea
that every person is to be judged by what possessions he has. There is rarely a disrupted, frustrated soul critical
and envious of his neighbor who is not an anti-spiritual man.
Alienation from others and oneself has its roots in separation from God’s biblical principles. Once the hub of
the wheel, God, is lost the spokes of the wheel, man, falls apart and collapses.
Objective and thorough studies and reports show that by not teaching our nation’s youth the ideas and ideals
of America, rooted in the Bible, the American ethic and founding fundamentals are rapidly losing their unifying and
strengthening ‘glue’ that holds the American nation together (see: THE MIRACLE OF AMERICA – The Influence of
The Bible on the Founding History and Principles of the United States of America for a People of Every Belief—ie.
‘MIRACLE’).
AHEF’s unique and far-reaching projects attack these educational and cultural weaknesses in an inspirational
approach. The projects are designed to weave into their tapestry time-honored principles of living on which
America was founded beginning with the basic, underlying principle that all men are created equal and endowed
by their Creator with certain unalienable rights that cannot be removed at the stroke of a pen by any other human.
From this original philosophical concept, the other key American founding philosophies are clearly detailed in
Angela Kamrath’s enormously revealing and critically acclaimed work in MIRACLE.

TOWARDS EDUCATIONAL, CULTURAL AND POLITICAL ANARCHY IN AMERICA
Judging by increasing campus denunciation of free speech and order, violent mob demonstrations against
traditional American institutions and premeditated lethal attacks on law enforcement in all geographical parts of
America, our country can only expect these violent, anarchist movements to increase.
At the 31:07 minute of the 2011 DVD, THE STRUGGLE FOR AMERICA’S SOUL, Professor Robert George says,
“We certainly stand at a critical moment now. It is a moment at which significant voices have called deeply into
question principles, both political and moral, that have been foundational to our civilization: Marriage and the
Family, Sanctity of Human Life, Rule of Law, True Democratic Participation, The Market Economy, Limited
Government. Now which way are we going to go? Will we abandon those principles—to my mind that would be
such a tragedy, such a loss---the dignity of the human being that is supported by those principles would be lost.
Or will we reaffirm those principles? If we do that, we make the right choice and this will be a better country
than it has ever been. It’s not just making sure we don’t fall off a cliff---we have the opportunity to climb a
mountain and that’s what I want to teach our children to be a part of, not by indoctrinating them---give them
the resources they need to critically assess the competing arguments. And I just have faith that they will come
out the right way on this, and if they come out the right way, we’ll climb that mountain and this will be a greater
country than it has ever been.” Please see https://vimeo.com/user5134712/review/97182644/48344be3d1 .
On the June, 2017 www.whitehouse.gov website, top issues were listed as America First Energy Plan,
America First Foreign Policy, Bringing Back Jobs and Growth, Making Our Military Strong Again, Trade Deals That
Work for All Americans and lastly Standing Up for Law Enforcement and Community.
America’s leaders and its freedom loving, law-abiding and patriotic citizenry must unite and stand for the
improved and active teaching and learning of America’s founding principles, ideas and ideals to preserve and
strengthen our country. REBUILDING AMERICA’S FOUNDING PRINCIPLES must be at the top of America’s issues.

